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Studies Find Wild Pollinators are as effective as Domesticated Honeybees
Wild pollinators – primarily wild bees, flies, and other insects – are at least as important, and often
more efficient, at pollinating agricultural crops than domestic honey bee colonies, according to
two new studies published in Science and the Proceedings of the National Academies of
Sciences.
“This will be a surprise to the agricultural establishment,” said Rachael Winfree, professor of
ecology, evolution and natural resources in Rutgers’ School of Environmental and Biological
Sciences, who was involved in both studies. “There’s a widespread assumption that domestic
honeybees are doing the job. This work shows that’s not true.”
The first study, published in Science, involved 51 researchers from 20 countries on every continent
but Antarctica, who visited 600 fields, in which grew 41 varieties of crop. It was led by Lucas
Garibaldi of the National University of Rio Negro in Argentina.
Most of our crops are pollinated, and half the pollination is the work of wild pollinators like this
blueberry bee.
About 75% percent of food crops require pollination, making pollinators an essential part of food
security. The researchers found that almost half that pollination is the work of wild pollinators.
The good news is that farmers can keep wild pollinators abundant by leaving a bit of natural
habitat around their fields – patches of wildflowers, some hedge rows or anything that gives wild
bees a place to live, Winfree said. “Farms with a little bit of natural habitat are more sustainable
in terms of their pollination,” she said. She added that farms using pesticides and insecticides
tend to have fewer pollinators than those that don’t.
The second study, published in PNAS, examined historical changes in the population of wild bees
in the northeastern United States and southern Canada. Winfree and Ignasi Bartomeus, then a
postdoctoral scholar in her lab; John Ascher, a scientist at the American Museum of Natural
History in New York; and others employed web-based software to compile 30,000 museum
specimen records representing 438 bee species.
The researchers looked at “species richness” – the number of species of bee in a specific region - and how it changed over time. They used museum records, going back to 1872. They found
that wild bees as a whole had suffered some species losses but that these declines were
moderate – about 15 percent of the more than 400 species over the 140 years.
Bumblebee colonies, on the other hand, are disappearing. Since 1872, according to the PNAS
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A bumblebee, its pollen sacks full, at work. According to a recent study, bumblebees are
declining in the northeastern United States and southern Canada. "They're important," says
Rutgers researcher Rachael Winfree. "They're big and hairy and carry a lot of pollen."'
study, the number of bumblebee species in the northeastern United States and southern

Canada has declined about 30 percent.
Since, as Winfree and her many co-authors found in their Science paper, wild pollinators are key
to successful pollination of agricultural crops, a 30 percent loss in species richness is bad news.
This is especially true of bumblebees. “They’re very important,” Winfree said. “They’re big and
hairy and carry a lot of pollen.”
While the PNAS paper doesn’t offer reasons for the loss in species richness for bumble bees or
other bees, the authors point out that non-native species of wild bees seem to be doing better
than those native to North America. There is some indication that climate change may play a
role, since bees long associated with the south seem to be moving north.
“Environmental change affects species differentially,” said Bartomeus, now a postdoctoral
scholar at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Stockholm. “It creates ‘losers’ that
decline with increased human activity, but also ‘winners’ that thrive in human-altered
environments.”
Where will your next class be?
How about Boztepe, Turkey, as part of a new Rutgers international service-learning study abroad
opportunity from May 16 through June 3? The deadline to sign up for “Empowering Turkish
Women Farmers” is March 31. The town of Boztepe is about 25 kilometers from Antalya, which is
located on the Mediterranean Sea and one of the most popular tourist destinations in Europe.
Students will live and work on farms in Boztepe as well as assist with delivering a Suzanne’s
Project workshop at the local elementary school. Suzanne’s Project, modeled after the popular
U.S. women’s farm management program Annie’s Project, was adapted to Turkish conditions to
train local women farmers on the basic skills and best practices for them to sustain and scale
profitable agricultural businesses.
Participants in this study abroad experience will also make a weekend cultural trip to Istanbul to
see major tourist sites like Topkapi Palace plus the Harem; Hagia Sophia; the Museum of Islamic
Art; Grand Bazaar; Spice Bazaar; Blue Mosque; and more.
Robin Brumfield, an extension specialist in farm business management and professor in the
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics at Rutgers facilitates this new
International Service Learning Study Abroad Program. To learn more, contact Robin Brumfield,
who serves as the faculty advisor for this program, at brumfield@aesop.rutgers.edu or Gregory
Spear, International Service Learning Coordinator, at gspear@gaiacenters.Rutgers.edu. Read
more about the program.
Visit our Rutgers NJAES online resources:
Vegetable Crops Online Resource Center: http://njveg.rutgers.edu
Jersey Vegetable Crops Ag Updates: http://jerseyvegcropsagupdates.blogspot.com
Fruit Ag Updates: http://jerseyfruitagupdates.blogspot.com
Field & Forage Crops Nutrient Management Ag Updates:
http://fieldforagecropsnutrientmanagement.blogspot.com
Sustaining Farming on the Urban Fringe: http://njsustainingfarms.rutgers.edu
What’s in Season from the Garden State: http://www.njfarmfresh.rutgers.edu/archive.html
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